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Good Day Sunshine

Good day sunshine

Good day sunshine

Good day sunshine

I need to laugh, and when the sun is out

I've got something I can laugh about

I feel good, in a special way

I'm in love and it's a sunny day

Good day sunshine

Good day sunshine

Good day sunshine

We take a walk, the sun is shining down

Burns my feet as they touch the ground

Good day sunshine

Good day sunshine

Good day sunshine

Then we lie beneath a shady tree

I love her and she's loving me

She feels good, she know she's looking fine

I'm so proud to know that she is mine

Good day sunshine

(repeat x5)

Sunny Side of the Street

Grab your coat 

And get your hat

leave your worries

on the doorstep

Just direct your feet

To the sunny side of the street

Can’t you hear the pitter-pat

And that happy tune is your step

Life can be so sweet

On the sunny side of the street

I used to walk in the shade

With those blues on parade

Now I’m not afraid

This rover crossed over

If I never had a cent

I'd be rich as Rockefeller

Gold dust at my feet

On the sunny side of the street

I used to walk in the shade

 

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

index finger flicks at mouth/ C hand from temple up

bent hands, fingers point to chest/ index finger flicks at mouth

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/ R thumb and forefinger pull L forefinger up

fists cross at wrists on chest/ O hand at side of head, open to 5 hand

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/ O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/ O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/ O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

fingers walk on palm/point down

F hand moved down past flat wrist/ flat 5 hands sweep in a circle

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

upside down V lays on flat palm/ elbow on fingers, 5 hand flutter

fists cross at wrists on chest/point to self

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/ V fingers from eye forward pointing at audience

tap forehead with fingers/ flat hand rests on chest

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

fists at shoulders, pull "coat" on

flat hand taps head

5 hands facing, pointing forward, slide forward

flat hands upright, side by side, open one door

F hand moved down past flat wrist

O hand at side of head, open to 5 hand/flat palms facing, slide forward

point to ear

flat hands swipe up chest/flat hands facing down, side by side, one steps forward

fists, thumbs up, slide up chest/flat hand flicks down chin

O hand at side of head, open to 5 hand/flat palms facing, slide forward

fingers walk on palm/S hands face out from shoulders, cross at wrists

B hand at temple, rotate/stacked bent hands point down, shuffle forward

5 hands at shoulder, face in, jiggle

L hand flat, R hand flat, thumb up, slides over L

index finger at temple, pull out

drop coins into palm

ILY hand at ear, pull out to Y/F hand moved down past flat wrist

O hand at side of head, open to 5 hand/flat palms facing, slide forward
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With those blues on parade

Now I’m not afraid

This rover crossed over

If I never had a cent

I'd be rich as Rockefeller

Gold dust at my feet

On the sunny side of the street

On the sunny side of the street

On the sunny side of the street

fingers walk on palm/S hands face out from shoulders, cross at wrists

B hand at temple, rotate/ stacked bent hands point down, shuffle forward

5 hands at shoulder, face in, jiggle

L hand flat, R hand flat, thumb up, slides over L

index finger at temple, pull out

drop coins into palm

ILY hand at ear, pull out to Y/F hand moved down past flat wrist

O hand at side of head, open to 5 hand/flat palms facing, slide forward

O hand at side of head, open to 5 hand/flat palms facing, slide forward

O hand at side of head, open to 5 hand/flat palms facing, slide forward


